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Summary

LogEx [7, 9] is an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) in which a student can prac-
tice the rewriting of propositional logical formulae using standard equivalences
such as De Morgan’s law or distribution. Automated feedback is calculated by
the LogEx domain reasoner [8] for propositional logic, which provides domain
knowledge, such as rewrite steps, common mistakes, and procedures for solving
an exercise, for these exercise classes. The system is based on the Ideas frame-
work [4], which supports the development of ITSs that automatically generate
feedback and help for step-wise exercises, for a wide range of problem domains.

The LogEx system supports three different types of exercises: rewriting a
formula in disjunctive normal form, in conjunctive normal form, and proving the
equivalence of two formulae (see Figure 1). Students enter their solution step-
wise, providing the next step and the corresponding rule name of the step, and
receive feedback after each step. LogEx points out syntax errors, it recognizes
a wrongly motivated but correct step, and it provides informative feedback if a
common mistake occurs (a so-called buggy rule). An example of the latter might
be the distribution of a conjunction over a conjunction. Although the result is
an equivalent formula, this application of distribution is not correct.

Students can ask for a hint at any moment during their solution. The hints
are layered. A first hint will only mention the rule that can be applied, a second
hint will show the result of rewriting with this rule, and finally, LogEx can also
perform this next step. These hints are also available when the student makes
a detour. To get a worked example or to compare a student solution with the
standard solution, LogEx can generate a complete solution. Students can use
LogEx to solve their own exercises. LogEx will first verify that the exercise is
correct, and can then provide the same feedback and help as for the exercises
generated by the system.

Our aim is to let the way of working in LogEx resemble the pen-and-paper
exercises as much as possible. Hence, the equivalence proof part of LogEx facil-
itates working in two directions. For example, a student can start rewriting the
second formula, then switch to the first formula, and go back to the second. A
first hint in this part of the system could also be to switch direction. The strat-
egy used to solve these exercises is based on rewriting both formulae in normal
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Fig. 1. LogEx provides a high-level hint for completing the logical equivalence proof

form, but contains several heuristics to provide shorter and smarter solutions,
since we also want students to recognize the possibility for a smart solution.

LogEx has been evaluated in several experiments [9]. One of the results of
these experiments was that students who practiced with LogEx scored signifi-
cantly better on the examination, five weeks after the experiment, than students
who did not participate, even when correcting for different skills in discrete
mathematics.

Lodder et al. [8] provide a detailed comparison between LogEx and other
tools for teaching logic, which builds on an overview of such tools collected by
Huertas [6]. Related tools for proving equivalences are SetSails [5, 12], Logic
Cafe3, and the FOL equivalence system [3]. SetSails and Logic Cafe also support
working in two directions. The distinguishing feature of LogEx, however, is that it
can provide feed forward (i.e. next steps and complete solutions) in any situation.
In contrast to using domain knowledge for generating feedback in LogEx, the
Deep Thought Logic Tutor [2, 1] is data-driven and constructs (deductive) logic
proofs and subgoal hints from student solutions.

LogEx is available online4 as part of a broader tool set for supporting inter-
active exercises for basic logic courses in higher education. Using similar tech-
niques, we have designed LogAx [10], which is a Hilbert-Style axiomatic proof
tutor that can automatically generate hints and feedback, including next steps
and reachable subgoals, also when the student diverges from the anticipated so-
lution. LogInd [11] is a tutoring system for practicing the structural induction
proof technique. We are currently working on making the logic tool set available
for other instructors and courses.

3 http://thelogiccafe.net/PLI/
4 http://ideas.science.uu.nl/logex/
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